4io	EDWARDIAN LIBERALISM
'Committee of Union and Progress', carried out an armed revolu-
tion against the Sultan Abdul Hamid, and compelled him to
grant Turkey a Constitution. Its immediate effects were hope-
ful; the race-war in Macedonia was suspended; and Great
Britain took the lead in claiming for the reformers a fair chance.
But Russia and Austria-Hungary, who were temporarily recon-
ciled, saw things in a different light. Neither wished the Sick
Man to make too good a recovery. On 15 September their
respective foreign ministers, Isvolsky and Aehrenthal, met and
struck a bargain. Russia was to obtain the opening of the Dar-
danelles, and Austria-Hungary to annex Bosnia and Herze-
govina. Both aims were in conflict with existing treaties. It was
Isvolsky's intention to consult other signatory powers; but before
he could do so, Aehrenthal brusquely announced his govern-
ment's annexation of the two provinces. It was notified diplo-
matically to the powers on 5 October; and on the same day
Prince Ferdinand of Bulgaria proclaimed his country's complete
independence, and took the title of Tsar. Crete followed suit,
and demanded incorporation with Greece.
These actions gave a violent shock to Turkey and to Serbia.
Turkey's rights over the provinces, as over Bulgaria, were indeed
shadowy; but she could not afford to admit their unilateral
abrogation. Serbia was still more injured; for her hope of in-
corporating those Serb lands in a larger unity seemed finally
barred out, and failing it she must at least seek some alternative
outlet to the sea. Sir Edward Grey took his stand on the Declara-
tion, which both Russia and Austria-Hungary had signed at the
London Conference of iSyi,1 that 'no Power can liberate itself
from the engagements of a Treaty nor modify the stipulations
thereof, unless with the consent of the Contracting Powers by
means of an amicable arrangement'. He demanded another
Conference, and secured the assents of Russia and France.2
1	p. 5 above.
2	Isvolsky wanted to make it a condition that Great Britain did not oppose the
opening of the Straits.  King Edward (J. A. Spender and Cyril Asquith, Life of
Asquith (1932), L 247-8) urged the cabinet to give way to him, in order to save his
face at St. Petersburg. But they preferred to reply, that the Straits question should
not be raised at this juncture; that, when it was, there must be a quid pro quo; and
that the proper one would be a right of ingress to the Black Sea for other powers:
whereupon Isvolsky dropped the topic. King Edward was particularly sore about
the annexation, because only two months earlier he had visited the Austrian
emperor at Ischl and the latter, while affecting candour and intimacy, had not
breathed to him a word about it.

